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Abstract

Aim of the paper is to propose a new tool for a decision supporting system concerning the financial project evaluation. It is based on the determination of the internal rate of return (IRR) of a investment project in which all expenditure and anticipated incomes are vague, and described by Ordered Fuzzy Numbers (OFNs). It means that the probabilistic approach is neglected in this paper and the use of the well developed arithmetics of OFNs is made to find a positive fuzzy root of a fuzzy polynomial representing the fuzzy net present value of the project. Since in the space of OFNs a partial order relation is defined together with a number of defuzzification functionals, the authors can construct a decision support system for investors helping them in acceptance procedure of most profitable investment projects.
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Introduction

An increasing role of small and medium enterprises requires new tools for supporting their activities in the nowadays economics. Especially when decision makers are planning new productions or investments. Moreover, it is hard to disagree with opinion that among all different investors’ activities, the economical planning is very sensitive to the financial market which is the most uncertain. The main reason is the fact that huge amount of information is reflected in the financial market, and everything that happens in the world has an effect on quotations of financial instruments. On the other hand, how the information influence the market is decided by investors by taking a long or short position in the market. In each decision the maker has to find a reasonable compromise between the profitability and the risk. The profitability can be estimated on the base of the the investment rate of return. The estimation is based on several variables: some of them are nominal and other numerical. However, in reality many economic variables are difficult to be measured with precision. Hence in present models, often, numerical decision variables are not expressed by real numbers or integers: they are expressed in a vague way, for example as fuzzy numbers.

When a decision-maker has to compare mutually exclusive investment projects he has for his disposal the method based on the internal rate of return (IRR). In the projects future returns and possible expenditures appear. However, future returns, already are always uncertain and a possible model of this uncertainty is to use fuzzy numbers.

It was Buckley, who in his first paper [1] on the subject of fuzzy internal rate of return used triangular fuzzy numbers to present net cash flow of a proposed investment project over n periods of time. Employing traditional algebra and α-cuts [2–7] he argued in [1] that too often the fuzzy equation deter-
mining a fuzzy internal rate of return has no solution: it exists if extra conditions on forms of the triangular fuzzy numbers are imposed. Then in the next paper [8] the new solution procedure for solving fuzzy equations was applied. In that case he showed that a fuzzy solution to the fuzzy equation exists, under rather weak assumption that the zero term in cash flow (the term modelling the initial expenditure) is negative and all the rest are positive. However, its support may be very large but contained in the interval \((-1, \infty)\).

To solve the fuzzy equation determining a fuzzy internal rate of return and to model imprecise term different method may be use from that in [1,8]. Another method to model imprecise terms are Ordered Fuzzy Numbers (OFN). In this paper we confine our interest to propose tools to a decision supporting system when OFN appear. It will be a system for investors which helps them in the process of selection of business plan in the case of imprecise data concerning expenditures and the future cash flows modeled using OFN. Thanks to well-defined arithmetic defined of OFN, it allows modeling uncertainty associated with financial data and constructing a full decision support system in future.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to problem of estimation of investment projects. It contains the main definitions of discounted values of cash flows, net present value and internal rate of return. Then the problem of the determination of the internal rate of return is formulated when cash flows are given as a problem of finding a positive root of a polynomial of given degree. In Sec. 3 the main problem is formulated for the case of crisp cash flows. The main definitions and operations on the set OFN are given in Sec. 4. Here a class of real-valued functionals defined on the space of OFN is also introduced. Its elements, called defuzzification operators (functionals) are helpful in the final decision of the investors. In Sec. 5 the case of vague cash flows is considered. We are neglecting the probabilistic approach and the problem in terms of a polynomial with coefficients represented by step ordered fuzzy numbers is formulated. The natural conditions imposed on all fuzzy cash flows guarantees the existence of a root which is a positive ordered fuzzy number. Then numerical example is considered, where a 10 year investment project with fuzzy cash flows is elaborated. Different variants of orientations of OFNs are listed and fuzzy IRRs are calculated. Then 4 different defuzzification functionals are imposed on fuzzy rate. Two tools useful for a decision support system are constructed and final remarks and conclusions are contained in Sec. 6.

We should add that the fuzzy equation determining a fuzzy internal rate of return has been already investigated in the class of OFN with continuous branches in the paper [9]. On the other hand in the recent joint publication of the second author [10] the class of Rational Ordered Fuzzy Numbers has been used to model the cash flow. Then the existence of a fuzzy solution for IRR’s equation has been proved based on the classical result of the algebra: the root of a polynomial is a continuous function of the polynomial coefficients.

**Investment project evaluation**

One of the ways of evaluating an investment project is to compare anticipated expenditures with the financial and others benefits which the company expects to achieve. These benefits may be presented with solid numbers but the matter of time is also crucial, especially when concerning long-time projects. This kind of difficulties and strong practical demand for solving methods are the purposes for which the rating and investment evaluation issue is widely studied [11–13].

Most of the rating and pick up investment methods are considered on ground of data which are the now-known information of the project. The project will last for a few years so for the projection we assume a whole number of years. Moreover, the expenditures and benefits are counted as for the end of period (in this case – end of the year). For the investment project evaluation the following data are essential:

- \( n \) – the number (natural number) of years which will be length of the investment project,
- \( W_i, i = 1, 2, ..., n - 1 \) – anticipated incomes, e.g. the benefits generated in successive years and calculated at the end of \( i \)-th year,
- \( K_i, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1 \) – anticipated project expenditures borne at the end of the \( i \)-th year for \( i > 0 \), and \( W_0 \) expenditure at the beginning of the project,
- \( r > 0 \) – annual discount rate used for discounting project incomes and expenditures, so-called cash inflows and cash outflows to the day 0, the first year of the life of project.

If one defines the cash flow \( a_i \) at the end of the \( i \)-th year as a dependence

\[
a_i = W_i - K_i, \quad i = 1, 2, ..., n, \quad \text{and} \quad a_0 = -W_0,
\]

then cash flows may be positive or negative but the cash flow \( a_0 \) is always negative. Using the discount
Problem statement

As it was already stated by the author of [23] for many years the only tool representing imprecise and vague notions was the probability theory. Hence every suggestion to substitute this tool by the approach related to fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets leads to the question: is it worth to do this, and if yes then why? In the present paper we will focus our fuzzy approach on applications to economical problems, for which modelling the influence of imprecise quantities and preferences on decision maker’s opinions is important. With the help of a fuzzy number it is possible to express incomplete knowledge about a quantity giving the possible intervals of its realization, and writing it in the form of a (subjective) function of the information, representing the capability degree of this realization. In this case only one condition appears, namely capability degrees may attain values from the interval $[0, 1]$. On the other hand one may use a random variable, but in that case, however, we are forced to give the probability distribution (even it is subjective) of the quantity. Then we have to fulfil some constraint which follows from the definition of the probability. In the case of fuzzy numbers, on the other hand, the decision maker is completely free as far as the forms of the realization functions of the imprecise quantity are concerned.

Probability versus fuzzy approach

Each investment project can be characterized by the series of cash flow. For the investment one forms a forecast of the cash flow for a number of future years. The flows contain perspective expenditures as well some benefits, i.e. anticipated incomes. Then the net cash flows are discounted at the initial year, i.e. the beginning of the investment project, and summed up to get NPV (Net Present Value). To calculate the discounted flows one must use a discount rate. Its value must be fixed for the time of the project duration. However, the question is how big it should be, and what to do when different business plans are to compare?

Internal rate of return

In a firm acting on the free market the internal rate of return knowing IRR of the investment project the investor can uniquely states whether its project meets the profitability threshold.

Let a given, or estimated, net cash flow of a proposed investment project over $n$ periods of time be represented by the finite sequence $a_0, a_1, a_2, ..., a_{n-1}$
of values, where $a_0$ is the initial outlay taken with the negative sign. Let us make the obvious assumptions:

1. Sum of all cash flow contributions must be positive.

2. The value of $-a_0$ is positive.

   If we denote by $r$ the annual discount (return) rate then for each $k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, n - 1$ the number
   \[
   \left(\frac{1}{1 + r}\right)^k
   \]
   is called the discount coefficient, and the product
   \[
   a_k \left(\frac{1}{1 + r}\right)^k := \bar{a}_k
   \]
   is called the discounted flow of $a_k$ in the $k$-th year. Then the sum of discounted flow contribution after

   \[n - 1\text{-st year under return rate } r\]

   denoted by $S(n, r)$, will be
   \[
   S(n, r) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} a_k \left(\frac{1}{1 + r}\right)^k.
   \]

   If we introduce $x$ by the relation
   \[x = \frac{1}{1 + r},\]
   then (3) we may write as a polynomial $W_n$ of variable $x$
   \[
   W_n(x) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} a_k x^k.
   \]
   Then the condition 1 of our assumptions means
   \[W_n(1) > 0,\]
   while the condition 2 reads
   \[W_n(0) < 0,\]
   since $W_n(0) = a_0$.

   From these two constrains imposed on the polynomial values as a continuous function of $x \in \mathbb{R}$ and the Darboux property follows that in the open interval $(0, 1)$ there exists an argument, denoted here by $x_0$, at which the polynomial value is zero
   \[W_n(x_0) = 0.\]
   Since the vanishing value of the polynomial correspond to the vanishing Net Present Value, it follows that there exists an internal rate of return $r_0$, given by the relationship: $r_0 = \frac{1}{x_0} - 1$.

   We are interested in the investment projects that possess a sufficiently large IRR, say not less than a limit rate $r_c$. After introducing $x_c := \frac{1}{1 + r_c}$, we may say that we prefer such cash flows for which the corresponding value of the polynomial $W_n$ satisfies the condition $W_n(x_c) > 0$. This means that the positive root $x_0$ will be not only smaller than 1 but also less than $x_c$.

   In what follows will consider more general case, when the cash flows are represented by fuzzy numbers, then the polynomial values will be fuzzy as well as its root. Then the calculated IRR will be fuzzy and one of the acceptance criterions of given investment project with that fuzzy cash flow will be based on the comparison of the defuzzified IRR with the limit rate $r_c$.

   The investment projects that are passing this criterion will appear on the list of advised projects. While the investment projects for which their defuzzified IRR do not overcome the limit rate $r_c$ will be neglected. In this way we are able to build a decision supporting system for investors estimating different business plans and projects. Additionally, we may use the (partial) order relation existing in the space of Ordered Fuzzy Numbers (OFN) in ranking (better to say - sorting) all projects, from the highest to the lowest according to their fuzzy IRR values, without referring to any defuzzification method.

### Ordered Fuzzy Numbers

The definition of OFN uses the extension of the parametric representation of convex fuzzy numbers. Proposed recently by the second author and his two coworkers: P. Prokopowicz and D. Ślęzak [17–21, 24] an extended model of convex fuzzy numbers [25] (CFN), called Ordered Fuzzy Numbers (OFN), does not require any existence of membership functions. In this model we can see an extension of CFN – model, when one takes a parametric representation of fuzzy numbers which is known since 1986, [26] for convex fuzzy numbers. Our ‘new’ fuzzy number $A$ is identified with a pair of functions defined on the interval $[0, 1]$, i.e.

**Definition 1.** By an Ordered Fuzzy Number $A$ we mean an ordered pair $(f, g)$ of functions such that

\[f, g : [0, 1] \to \mathbb{R}\]

are continuous.

Notice, however, that in our definition we do not require that two continuous functions $f$ and $g$, called branches of $A$, are inverse functions of some membership function. Moreover, in generale corresponding membership function needs not to exist.

To be in agreement with further and classical denotations of fuzzy sets (numbers), the independent variable of the both functions $f$ and $g$ is denoted by $y$ (or $s$), and the values of them by $x$. The continuity of both parts implies their images are bounded intervals, say $UP$ and $DOWN$, respectively (Fig. 2a). We have used symbols to mark boundaries for

\[UP = [l_A, u_A]\]

and for

\[DOWN = [l_A, p_A]\].
If we assume, additionally, that 1) \( f \) is increasing, and \( g \) is decreasing, and such that 2) \( f \leq g \) (pointwise), we may define the membership function
\[
\mu(x) = f^{-1}(x), \quad x \in [f(0), f(1)] = [l_A, 1_A],
\]
and
\[
\mu(x) = g^{-1}(x), \quad x \in [g(1), g(0)] = [1_A, p_A]
\]
and \( \mu(x) = 1 \) when \( x \in \lbrack 1_A, 1_A \rbrack \).

In this way we have obtained the membership function \( \mu(x), x \in \mathbb{R} \). When the functions \( f \) and/or \( g \) are not invertible or the condition 2) is not satisfied then in the plane \( x-y \) the membership curve (or relation) can be defined, composed of the graphs of \( f \) and \( g \) and the line \( y = 1 \) over the core \( \{ x \in [f(1), g(1)] \} \).

Notice that in general \( f(1) \) needs not be less than \( g(1) \). In this way we can reach improper intervals for \([l_A, 1_A] \) or \([1_A, p_A] \) which have been already discussed in the framework of the extended interval arithmetic by Kaucher in [27].

It is worthwhile to point out at this place that a large class of Ordered Fuzzy Numbers (OFN’s) represents the whole class of convex fuzzy numbers ([2,3,25,28–30]) with continuous membership functions.

In Fig. 1c to the ordered pair of two continuous functions, here just two affine functions, corresponds a membership function of a convex fuzzy number with an extra arrow which denotes the orientation of the closed curve formed below.

A pair of continuous functions \((g,f)\) determine different Ordered Fuzzy Number than the pair \((f,g)\); graphically the corresponding curves determine two different orientations of 2 ordered fuzzy numbers.

Notice that if some of the conditions 1) or 2) for \( f \) and \( g \) formulated above are not satisfied the construction of the classical membership function is not possible. However, in the previous paper [31] Prokopowicz has introduced the ‘corresponding’ membership function. The original definition of the Ordered Fuzzy Numbers [17] has been recently generalized in [32] by admitting for the pair \((f,g)\) to be functions of bounded variation (see Definition 5).

Operations

Now, the operation of addition between two pairs of such functions is defined as the pairwise addition of their elements, i.e. if \((f_1,g_1)\) and \((f_2,g_2)\) are two fuzzy numbers, then \((f_1 + f_2, g_1 + g_2)\) will be just their sum. As long as we are adding Ordered Fuzzy Numbers which possess their classical membership functions, and moreover, are of the same orientation, the results of addition is in agreement with the classical membership functions and interval arithmetic. However, this does not hold, in general, if the numbers have opposite orientations, for the result of addition may lead to improper intervals as it was noticed already in [20] like in Fig. 2. In this way we are close to the Kaucer arithmetic [27] with (improper) directed intervals, i.e. such \([n,m]\) where \( n \) may be greater than \( m \).

Fig. 2. Sum of two convex OFN’s is an improper convex number

\textbf{Definition 2.} Let \( A = (f_A, g_A), B = (f_B, g_B) \) and \( C = (f_C, g_C) \) are mathematical objects called Ordered Fuzzy Numbers. The sum \( C = A + B \), subtraction \( C = A - B \); product \( C = A \cdot B \), and division \( C = A \div B \) are defined by formula
\[
f_C(y) = f_A(y) \cdot f_B(y) \quad g_C(y) = g_A(y) \cdot g_B(y), \quad (8)
\]
where ‘\( \cdot \)’ works for ‘+’, ‘-’, ‘\cdot’, and ‘\div’, respectively, and \( A \div B \) is defined, if the functions \( f_B \) and \( g_B \) are bigger than zero.

If for any pair of affine functions \((f,g)\) of \( y \in [0,1] \) we form a tread of real numbers according to the rule \([f(0), f(1), g(1), g(0)] \) which correspond to the a 4D vector composed of the numbers \([1_A, 1_A, l_A, p_A] \), then this tread uniquely determines the Ordered Fuzzy Number \( A \). In the assumed definitions the operation of subtraction is compatible with the linear structure of OFN’s, i.e. \( A - B := A + (-1)B \). However, the present operation of subtraction is not the same as that based on the \( \alpha \)-cut and interval arithmetic method, since now \( D[\alpha] = [a_1(\alpha) - b_1(\alpha), a_2(\alpha) - b_2(\alpha)] \), \( \alpha \in [0,1] \). Thanks to this definition we will have \( A - A = 0 \), where 0 is the crisp zero.
If we attached to $A = (f, g)$ the corresponding number of the opposite orientation $A^\perp = (g, f)$ then we can see that the difference between them is a fuzzy zero, i.e. $A - A^\perp = (f - g, -(f - g))$ like for the fuzzy arithmetic based on both: extension principle and $\alpha$-cut arithmetics. For better presentation of the advantages OFN’s notice in Fig. 2 that we can follow the operation of addition using the tread representation of two Trapezoidal Ordered Fuzzy Numbers of the opposite orientations, namely on this figure $C = A + B$ is $[7, 6, 7, 8]$ and it is a sum of $[1, 2, 3, 5] + [6, 4, 4, 3]$ with $A = [1, 2, 3, 5]$ and $B = [6, 4, 4, 3]$.

Many operations can be defined in this way, suitable for the pairs of functions. Fuzzy Calculator has been already created as a calculation tool, by our co-worker Mr. Roman Kolesnič [24]. It lets an easy future use of all mathematical objects described as Ordered Fuzzy Numbers.

**Normed structure and defuzzification of OFN’s**

Let $\mathcal{R}$ be a universe of all OFN’s. This set is composed of all pairs of continuous functions defined on the closed interval $I = [0, 1]$ and is isomorphic to $C([0, 1]) \times C([0, 1])$ the linear space of real 2D-vector valued functions defined on the unit interval $I$ with the norm of $\mathcal{R}$ as follows

$$||A|| = \max \{\sup_{s \in I} |f_A(s)|, \sup_{s \in I} |g_A(s)|\}$$

if $A = (f_A, g_A)$, with $C([0, 1])$ as the space of continuous real-valued functions on $[0, 1]$. The space $\mathcal{R}$ is topologically a Banach space and also a Banach algebra with unity: the multiplication has a neutral element—the pair of two constant functions equal to one, i.e. the crisp one.

In fuzzy control one uses fuzzy inference systems [33, 34] which are based on fuzzy rules where a fuzzy conditional part (i.e. premise part) is linked with a fuzzy conditional part, (i.e. consequent part) by If-Then terms. If a consequent part of a fuzzy rule is fuzzy, i.e. it represents a fuzzy set, then a procedure is needed, in the course of which to a fuzzy set or a fuzzy number a real number is attached. Such procedures are realized by functionals [35].

For fuzzy sets and convex fuzzy numbers we know a number of defuzzification procedures from the literature cf. [2, 34]. In the case of fuzzy rules in which Ordered Fuzzy Numbers appear as their consequent parts we need to introduce a new defuzzification procedure. In this case the concept of functional, even linear, which maps elements of a Banach space into reals, will be useful.

Since the Banach space $\mathcal{R} = C([0, 1]) \times C([0, 1])$ the general representation of linear and continuous functional holds in the form [36]

$$\phi(A) = \int_0^1 f(s)dh_1(s) + \int_0^1 g(s)dh_2(s), \quad (9)$$

where $(f, g) \in \mathcal{R}$ represents an Ordered Fuzzy Number $A$, and $h_1, h_2$ are two functions of bounded variation on $[0, 1]$.

In dealing with applications of fuzzy numbers we need set of functionals that map each fuzzy number into real, and in the consistent way with operations on reals. To be more strict we require some properties and introduce a particular class of functionals.

**Definition 3.** A map $\phi$ from the space $\mathcal{R}_{BV}$ of all OFN’s to reals is called a defuzzification functional if is satisfies: 1) $\phi(c^1) = c$, 2) $\phi(A + c^1) = \phi(A) + c$, 3) $\phi(cA) = c\phi(A)$, for any $c \in \mathbb{R}$ and $A \in \mathcal{R}$, where $c^1(s) = (c, c)$, $s \in [0, 1]$, represents a crisp number (a real number) $c \in \mathbb{R}$.

From this follow that each defuzzification functional must be homogeneous of order one, restrictive additive, and some how normalized.

Paraphrasing the probabilistic approach one can say that each defuzzification functional plays in the fuzzy number theory the role similar to the mean (expected) value in the probability. However, from the above formula an infinite number of defuzzification procedures can be defined.

Notice that each linear and bounded defuzzification functional on the space $\mathcal{R}$ is determined by a pair of functions of bounded variation $h_1, h_2$ satisfying the constraint

$$\int_0^1 dh_1(s) + \int_0^1 dh_2(s) = 1. \quad (10)$$

The classical defuzzification linear functionals, known for convex fuzzy numbers, such as MOM (middle of maximum), FOM (first of maximum), LOM (last of maximum), HOM (half of maximum), MOM (middle of maximum), FOM (first of maximum), LOM (last of maximum) and RCOM (random choice of maximum) depending on $\lambda$. If, for example, we put $h_1(s) = h_2(s) = 1/2H(s)$, then we get MOM:

$$\phi_{MOM}(f, g) = 1/2(f(1) + g(1)).$$
To get FOM we have to put \( h_1(s) = H(s) \) and \( h_2(s) = 0 \), and to obtain LOM we need \( h_2(s) = H(s) \) and \( h_1(s) = 0 \).

From the above formula an infinite number of defuzzification procedures can be defined. One of defuzzification procedures in terms of an area under the membership relation can be defined, it is realized by a linear combinations of two Lebesgue measures of \([0,1]\). In the present case, however, the area is calculated in the \( y \)-variable.

An interesting class of functionals are those which are sensitive to orientation. We say that a defuzzification functional \( \phi \) is sensitive to orientation (or shortly - orientation sensitive) if there exists a fuzzy number \((f,g) \in \mathcal{R} \) such that

\[
\phi(f,g) \neq \phi(g,f).
\]

This class of functionals is recently discussed by Dobrosielski in [37].

It is obvious that neither COG nor MOM are orientation sensitive and two other are sensitive.

The next example of nonlinear defuzzification functional is defuzzification functional COG representing the center of gravity [38–40] \( \phi_{COG} \) calculated at OFN \( A = (f,g) \):

\[
\phi_{COG}(f,g) = \frac{1}{g(s) - f(s)} \int_0^1 f(s) + g(s) \frac{f(s) - g(s)}{2} ds.
\]

If \( A = c^1 \) then we put \( \phi_{COG}(c^1) = c \). When \( g(s) - f(s) \neq 0 \) in (11) then we define

\[
\phi_{COG}(f,g) = \left\{ \int_0^1 f(s) ds \right\} \left\{ \int_0^1 g(s) ds \right\}^{-1}.
\]

Another nonlinear defuzzification functional has been proposed by Wilczyńska in her diploma [41] cf. also [38,39].

A relation of partial ordering in the space of all OFN, denoted by \( \mathcal{R} \), can be introduced by defining the subset of ‘positive’ Ordered Fuzzy Numbers: a number \( A = (f,g) \) is not less than zero, and by writing

\[
A \geq 0 \iff f \geq 0, g \geq 0.
\]

In this way the set \( \mathcal{R} \) becomes a partially ordered ring. The lattice structure can be also introduced [42].

**Step Ordered Fuzzy Numbers**

It is worthwhile to point out that a class of ordered fuzzy numbers (OFNs) will represent the whole class of convex fuzzy numbers if we do not require elements of each pair \((f,g)\) are continuous functions. Hence we are requiring, after [32], somehow less by introducing the next definition.

**Definition 5.** By an Ordered Fuzzy Number we understand a pair of functions \((f, g)\) defined on the unit interval \([0, 1]\), which are functions of bounded variations.

The space of elements satisfying Def. 5 we will denote by \( \mathcal{R}_{BV} \). All algebraic operations on \( \mathcal{R}_{BV} \) are introduced in a similar way as by Def. 2, and Eq. (8) with a small difference: now, in order to define \( A + B \), the functions \([f_B] \) and \([g_B] \) must be bounded from below.

Important consequence of this fact is the possibility of introducing a subspace of OFN composed of pairs of step functions. If we fix a natural number \( K \) and split \([0, 1]\) into \( K - 1 \) subintervals \([a_i, a_{i+1}]\), i.e. \( \bigcup_{i=1}^{K-1} [a_i, a_{i+1}] = [0,1] \), where \( 0 = a_1 < a_2 < \ldots < a_K = 1 \), and define a step function \( f \) of resolution \( K \) by putting \( u_i \) on each subinterval \([a_i, a_{i+1}]\), then each such function \( f \) is identified with a \( K \)-dimensional vector \( f \sim u = (u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_K) \in \mathbb{R}^K \), the \( K \)-th value \( u_K \) corresponds to \( s = 1 \), i.e. \( f(1) = u_K \). Taking a pair of such functions we have an Ordered Fuzzy Number from \( \mathcal{R}_{BV} \). Now we introduce.

**Definition 6.** By a Step Ordered Fuzzy Number \( A \) of resolution \( K \) we mean an ordered pair \((f,g)\) of functions such that \( f, g : [0, 1] \to \mathbb{R} \) are \( K \)-step functions.

We use \( \mathcal{R}_K \) for denotation the set of elements satisfying Def. 5 and \( \mathcal{R}_K \subset \mathcal{R}_{BV} \), of course. The example of a Step Ordered Fuzzy Number and its membership relation are shown in Fig. 7.

The set \( \mathcal{R}_K \subset \mathcal{R}_{BV} \) has been extensively elaborated by our students in [43] and [44]. We can identify \( \mathcal{R}_K \) with the Cartesian product of \( \mathbb{R}^K \times \mathbb{R}^K \) since each \( K \)-step function is represented by its \( K \) values. It is obvious that each element of the space \( \mathcal{R}_K \) may be regarded as an approximation of elements from \( \mathcal{R}_{BV} \), by increasing the number \( K \) of steps we are getting the better approximation. The norm of \( \mathcal{R}_K \) is assumed to be the Euclidean one of \( \mathbb{R}^{2K} \), then we have a inner-product structure for our disposal.

In Fig. 3 two SOFNs, namely \( A \) and \( B \), and the result of their product are presented.
Interpretation

The new model of fuzzy numbers makes possible to deal with fuzzy inputs quantitatively, exactly in the same way as with real numbers. Interesting thing is that the new interpretations supplied by the OFN model can be treated as an extend of classic proposals so we do not need abandon existing ideas to deal with new ones. Beside a little bit of different interpretation, the new model of fuzzy numbers has a lot of useful mathematical properties, in the particular we are getting rid of the main problem in a classical fuzzy numbers – the unbounded increase of inaccuracies with next calculations. Moreover, thanks to the new attempt we can define new methods – based on the arithmetic of ordered fuzzy numbers – of processing information in processes dealing with fuzzy control [31, 45].

In general, that is also a source of the idea of all fuzzy sets. Interpretation of the Ordered Fuzzy Numbers is compatible with the general idea of the fuzzy sets. However, there exists a new property – the orientation. By using OFNs we can describe any imprecise value in the real-life processes [46]. The parts up-branch and down-branch of OFN can be related to an opinion of an expert about dynamic changes of the analyzed value. The up-branch describes the behaviour of the value before the very moment when the opinion was made, and the down-branch describes value in afterwards. In that way we expand existing interpretation of fuzzy numbers. We can still use OFNs in the way as usual when we ignore the orientation, but we can also use the orientation to put more complex information about the evaluation made by OFNs. Let us look at the example in which we have an imprecise opinion “slow” about the speed of a vehicle as OFN A (see Fig. 4). We can ignore the orientation and use this OFN as fuzzy data by saying speed 15 is surely slow and speeds 13 and 20 are slow in degree little more than 50%. We can also take into consideration the orientation of OFN and can say: it is “slow in the speed-up process”.

We have two OFNs where “wide” of branches (up and down) are different. Number B is more “wide” than A. What does it mean? We can find answer if we make more deep (but simply) analysis. If the expert has made up-branch of A from 5 to 4 millions then he considers possible range of changes as 1 million. Up-branch of B was made from 1 to 3 millions so he considers range of changes as 2 millions. To sum up, we understand number B as an information about more dynamic process than A. Another thing is the direction that shows that A is a decreasing process and B is an increasing one (see Fig. 5).

In real life we could expect total income of analyzed company about 7 millions. Additional, if the increasing process of B was more dynamic than decreasing of A then we expect in total also increas-
ing process, however less dynamic than for \( B \). If we use OFN model and add numbers \( A \) and \( B \) according to the definition then we get expected results (Fig. 6).

![A+B](image)

**Fig. 6. The total income of company and sum of OFNs \( A \) and \( B \).**

### Fuzzy cash flow and fuzzy IRR

Since future returns are always uncertain one can modelled the net cash flow using positive Ordered Fuzzy Numbers, and try to solve Eq. (7) as a fuzzy equation. So one can look for ordered fuzzy number \( X = (f_r, g_r) \in \mathcal{R}_{BV} \), which is a unique positive root of the fuzzy polynomial

\[
W(X) := \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} A_i X^i - A_0, \tag{13}
\]

where all coefficients \( A_0, A_1, \ldots, A_n \) are positive OFN’s. The variable \( X \) is related to the previous \( r \) from (7) by the relation \( X = (1^i + r)^{-1} \), where \( 1^i \) is the fuzzy representation of the crisp number 1.

Notice that to one fuzzy polynomial (13) correspond two polynomials in the space \( BV([0, 1]) \) of real-valued functions defined on \([0, 1]\)

\[
W_1(f_r) := \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} f_{ai}(f_r)^i - f_{a0},
\]

\[
W_2(g_r) := \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} g_{ai}(g_r)^i - g_{a0}, \tag{14}
\]

where for each \( i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, n - 1 \) we put \( A_i = (f_{ai}, g_{ai}) \in \mathcal{R}_{BV} \).

**Remark:** If the above assumptions concerning coefficients in (13) are satisfied then there exists a unique positive ordered fuzzy number \( X_{r0} = (f_{r0}, g_{r0}) \) which is the root of the polynomial \( W(X) \), i.e. \( W(X_{r0}) = 0^1 \), where \( 0^1 \) represents the crisp zero. In terms of (14) this can be written as

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n-1} f_{ai}(f_{r0})^i = f_{a0}, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} g_{ai}(g_{r0})^i = g_{a0}. \]

Such result cannot be, however, formulated working with classical fuzzy numbers and traditional fuzzy algebra and \( \alpha \)-cuts, cf. [1].

### Numerical example

In our numerical example we are going to choose an investment project of duration \( n = 10 \) years and Step Ordered Fuzzy Numbers of a fixed resolution \( K = 4 \) as representatives of the cash flow. The starting year is 2010 and the last year of the simulation is 2019. The cash flow is determined for a fictitious firm.

![Initial expenditure in 2010 as a step OFN in two representations: Ordered Fuzzy Number and its membership relation.](image)

**Fig. 7. Initial expenditure in 2010 as a step OFN in two representations:** Ordered Fuzzy Number and its membership relation.

On the last Fig. 7 orientation of the number represents the trend of observed or anticipated fuzzy values of the flow. Here the orientation is called positive.

Basing on 10 fuzzy numbers 4 variants have been prepared, which differ by the orientations of particular flows. Let us put all in a compact form

1. **Variant A:** all numbers have positive orientation,
2. **Variant B:** negative fuzzy flow terms have negative orientation and positive ones have positive ones,
3. **Variant C:** all numbers have negative orientation,
4. **Variant D:** in the years 2010–2013 numbers have negative orientation, while in the years 2014–2015 numbers have positive orientation and since 2016 the orientation is negative.

Now we will present graphically some flow terms.
In Fig. 9 we have presented our flows as step OFN in the modified way: The negative orientation of fuzzy numbers have been represented as numbers below the main axis.

Now we are looking for the roots of our fuzzy polynomial (13) in which numerical values of its coefficients from our experiments. Then we determine fuzzy internal rate of return for all variants A till D. Here calculations for the cases D and C are given in the graphical form in Fig. 10.

The space of OFNs is partially ordered by the relation (12), hence we may try to sort those determined fuzzy IRR. The result of the sorting supplies us a new tool for the constructed decision supporting system. Another tool will result from the application of some defuzzification functionals. We may apply 4 different functionals: COG – center of gravity and MOM – mean of maxima, which are nonsensitive to orientation, and two sensitive ones, namely LOM – last of maxima and FOM – first of maxima. The defuzzification results are presented in Fig. 11.

Now in Table 1 we have gathered results of those 4 defuzzification operations. What we are observing it is a strong dependence on the variant, i.e. on the
orientation of fuzzy cash flow. From those results we can deduce orientations of each fuzzy value of IRR. In the case of Variant A we can see that the orientation of those numbers is positive, while in Variants B, C and D the orientation is negative (cf. Fig. 11). Defuzzification by MOM of the fuzzy IRR in all variants gives almost the same results, while the defuzzification results by COG may be put into two groups: one group is composed of Variants A, C and D, and the second one – of Variant B.

![Defuzzifications of IRR by LOM and FOM for the Variant C.](image1)

![Defuzzifications of IRR by LOM and FOM for the Variant C.](image2)

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variants</th>
<th>LOM</th>
<th>FOM</th>
<th>MOM</th>
<th>COG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variant A</td>
<td>18.64</td>
<td>17.69</td>
<td>18.1656</td>
<td>18.1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant B</td>
<td>18.08</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>18.1644</td>
<td>18.1776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant C</td>
<td>17.69</td>
<td>18.64</td>
<td>18.1656</td>
<td>18.1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant D</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>18.1650</td>
<td>18.1807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

We remember that the internal rate of return is the discount rate at which the net present value of an investment becomes zero, it means that it is the discount rate which equates the present value of the future cash flows of an investment with the initial investment. So it is one of the several measures used for investment appraisal. So it is a tool to measure and compare the profitability of investments. Then the decision rule is formulated as follows: An investment project should only be accepted if its IRR is not less than the target internal rate of return, \( r_c \), say, or it is greater than an established minimum acceptable rate of return or cost of capital. When comparing two or more mutually exclusive projects, the project having highest value of IRR should be accepted.

In a scenario where an investment is considered by the firm that has equity holders, this minimum rate is the cost of capital of the investment (which may be determined by the risk-adjusted cost of capital of alternative investments). This ensures that the investment is supported by equity holders since, in general, an investment whose IRR exceeds its cost of capital adds value for the firm, i.e. it is economically profitable.

In cases where one project has a higher initial investment than a second mutually exclusive project, the first project may have a lower IRR (expected return), but a higher NPV (increase in shareholders’ wealth) and should thus be accepted over the second project (assuming no capital constraints). Hence in such cases the calculated IRR should not be used to rate mutually exclusive projects, but only to decide whether a single project is worth investing in. Since IRR does not consider cost of capital, it should not be used to compare projects of different duration. Then we should use modified internal rate of return (MIRR) which does consider cost of capital and provides a better indication of a project’s efficiency in contributing to the firm’s discounted cash flow. This is more obvious in the case of an investment project in which positive cash flows are followed by negative ones and then by positive ones. Then we can face with multiple internal rates of return [47] Those remarks give some limitations on calculated IRR as an investment decision tool [47,48].
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